
 

I don’t have a graphic for the website, can one be provided for me? 

Yes, this is included in the package. Unless you have one that can already be used of course. There 

will be a size limit of approx 300px (width) 150px (height). 

Is there a pro-rata discount if I decide to advertise after the year has started? 

Yes. For every month that has passed there will be a £5 discount. For example; if you start 

advertising in April you get £10 taken off the cost of a full year. 

What sort of reach does the Parc Derwen Residents Facebook page have? 

As of time of writing, there are around 1600 members of the group. This is increasing on average by 

about 2 members per day and as new houses are built, the reach will be even greater. 

What sort of reach does the Parc Derwen resident’s guide have? 

The website is still very much in its infancy. However current figures suggest that the site is getting 

around 30 genuine hits per day. 20% of those hits have come from search engine keywords and the 

rest have come from links placed on the Facebook pages we are active in. The site currently has 3 

RSS feed subscribers (non admin) and (as of w/c 2nd Jan 2017) the local businesses directory is 

currently the 3rd most popular visited page on the site behind the Y Bont fundraiser and Bus 

Timetables page. Obviously the main page has the most hits as it is the first page viewed, at approx 

17 views every 12 hours as things stand. This is the page the featured business advert will be on.  

As the website grows, the site traffic will skyrocket. The PDCA plan to promote the website even 

further in 2017, with many people and organisations (such as the School head) interested in using it 

to communicate with parents. 

Do I have exclusive rights to advertise my business over other businesses offering the same 

services? 

We thought about offering this, but as this is a community website and page we felt it was only fair 

to give everyone a fair deal. As things stand it is not possible to monopolise. 

What will happen to business posts that are not authorised? 

They will be swiftly deleted by the admin team. Please use the report to admin feature to speed this 

up. 

Are posts replying to people asking for a particular service still allowed? 

Yes. But these are also heavily moderated and the admin team will crack down on people 

deliberately asking for a particular service only to enable their friends to reply. We will also heavily 

moderate recommendations that are posted on Facebook. 

Why should we have to pay? This is Facebook and should be free for all to do what we please. 

We understand that some people may feel that way. We have looked at other groups that have no 

restrictions and they are, quite frankly, a mess. Also you will be contributing to the overall 

improvement of the community by pledging funding to the PDCA. It is a brilliant way of championing 

your business.  

If you still feel strongly about this, you can list your business in the website directory for free, or post 

in the Coity Village Advertiser group on Facebook. 


